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Abstract-Communication plays an important role in our everyday life. Simply communication means exchanging
ideas meaningfully. The capability of hearing and speaking has a major role in day to day human-human interaction.
So hearing and speech impaired peoples find its difficulty for communicating with others. The only way for those
peoples is sign language. But sign languages are only effective means of communication among disabled persons. Sign
language medium is not an effective mode of communication for the disabled persons with normal one. This proposed
system enhances the quality of communication of disabled persons. System consists of a two way communication. It
aims at providing an interface between the voice and the visual sign language and vice versa. This is achieved using
Natural Voice processing and Digital Image Processing algorithms. This system that enables impaired people to
further connect with their society and aids them in overcoming communication obstacles created by the society's
incapability of understanding and expressing sign language.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hearing and speech impaired persons suffers difficulty to communicate with normal one and vice versa. So these
mute people are isolated from the non-impaired people’s community. Sign language is only way for communicating
the mute with others. But sign language not serves an effective way for communicating the mute with normal persons.
So the only way for enhance the communication between mute people and normal people is recognition of sign
language and converting it to the corresponding voice. For further enhancing the communication of normal persons
with mute is done by recognizing the speech signal and converting it to the corresponding sign language. So the
proposed aiding system consists of conversion of sign language into corresponding voice and conversion of speech
signals into sign language which is understandable for the mute persons. American Sign Language is used for
simulating the results. For the simulation results ASL numbers 1-9 static signs are used.
II. DATA BASE
Recognition for hand gestures creation of a train data set is needed. Different hand gestures of size 400*300 of .jpeg
color images are created. The dataset consists of static signs of asl1-9 numbers. Similarly a database for speech
signals is also created.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The proposed system consists of mainly two process i.e. recognition of hand gestures and conversion to sound signals
and recognizing the sound signals and converting to the corresponding sign language gestures.
A. Sign gesture to sound conversion
For the conversion of sign gesture to voice conversion image processing methods are used. First capturing the image
using 16 megapixel web camera. The RGB color images are then cropped and converting to gray scale image. Then
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filtering the image to remove noise and converting to binary image. Trace the hand gesture region and finding the
region of interest. Then feature extraction is done .Finally feature matching is done for gesture recognition and
corresponding voice is produced.
B. Sound to sign gesture conversion
For the conversion of voice to corresponding sign recognition, input is speech signal .The input speech signal is
recorded using micro- phone. For speech feature extraction Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients with Cubic Log
compression is used[5].For feature matching Dynamic Time Warping algorithm is used and corresponding sign
gesture is produced at the output.

IV. SIGN GESTURE TO SOUND CONVERSION
The block diagram for sign gesture to voice conversion is shown in Fig .4.1.

Fig .4.1 Block diagram of Gesture to sound conversion
A. Image acquisition

In this step the color RGB image is converted to gray scale image using matlab inbuilt command and removing the
noise from the image using Gaussian filter. Converting the filtered gray scale image to binary using matlab inbuilt
command.
B. Region Extraction

The second step involved in gesture recognition is region extraction of signs. 8- component connectivity of binary
image is calculated and matlab command imcrop is used for finding the region of interest(ROI).Canny’s algorithm is
used for edge detection of region extracted binary image. The main advantages of canny’s edge detection algorithm
are better detection of edges and improved signal to noise ratio.
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Fig .4.2 Region Extraction of sign gesture
C. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is one of the important steps of gesture recognition. For feature Extraction different features like
binary area, centroid of the region extracted binary image is calculated. By using the matlab function bwarea binary
area of different sign gestures and centroid is calculated using function region props. Feature vector formed by
centroid [2] is given by (Cx, Cy )
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The feature vectors of database images calculated and store as a .mat file and the input sign gesture is calculated at run
of the program.
D. Feature Matching

Feature Matching is the final step of sign gesture recognition. Here Distance Euclidean method is used for gesture
recognition. Euclidean distance between input image and database image is calculated using
𝑫=
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V. SOUND TO SIGN GESTURE CONVERSION
The block diagram for sound to sign gesture conversion is shown in Fig.5.1

Fig.5.1. Block diagram of sound to gesture conversion
A. Acoustic preprocessing
In this step the input voice signal recorded using microphone is used for further preprocessing. The recorded signals
are converted to .wav file. For processing with matlab platform .wav sound files are needed. Acoustic preprocessing
involving removal of noise from the speech signals.

Fig.5.2. Input Speech Signal
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B. Feature Extraction
This is one of the important step used for speech recognition. The feature extraction stage involving converting the
speech signals into acoustic feature vectors. The main methods of speech feature extraction Mel frequency cepstral
coefficients are used. But here instead of logarithmic compression cubic log compression MFCC [5] is used. The block
diagram for steps involved in speech feature extraction is shown in Fig.5.2.

Fig.5.3.Block diagram for steps involving feature extraction.
a. Filtering
Speech waveform has high dynamic range. In order to reduce this filtering is done. Band stop filter [7] is used for
filtering. A band stop filter consisting of placing a low pass filter parallel with a high pass filter.
b. Framing and windowing
Here the filtered speech signal is divided into frames of N samples with adjacent frames are separated with M
where(M<N).The first frame consists of first N samples .The second frame begins M samples after the first frame and
overlaps it by N-M samples and so on. The process is continued for till the input signal is accounted for. Windowing
is applied for each frame in order to reduce the signal distortions at starting and ending of each frame. Hamming
window is used.
𝐻 𝑘 = 0.54 − 0.46𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝜋𝑘 𝑁 − 1
Where 0≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁 − 1
c.FFT
FFT is used to convert each frame of N samples in time domain to frequency domain. The inbuilt Matlab function is
used.
d. MFCC with cubic log compression
In this step the frequency axis is initially warped to the Mel scale which is below 2 KHz and logarithmically above
this point. Triangular filter are equally spaced in the Mel scale are applied on the warped spectrum and then cubic log
compression function is applied on the spectrum. Finally DCT is applied to obtain the cepstrum of the signal. The
whole process can be explained step by step as follows.
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Step1:
The input signal is filtered using band stop filter.
Step 2:
The preprocessed speech signal is transformed into frequency domain by using Fast Fourier transform method.
𝑁−1

𝑋 𝑚 =

𝑥(𝑛) ∗ 𝑤(𝑛) ∗ 𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋𝑚𝑛

𝑁

𝑛=0

Where N is the frame size and w(n) is the hamming window.
Step 3:
Calculate the energy spectrum
Y(m)=|𝑋(𝑚)|2

Fig .5.4. Mel Warping
Step 4:
Calculate the energy in each Mel window
𝑠𝑘 =

𝑁 −1
2
𝑚=0 𝑤𝑘 (𝑚) ∗

𝑌(𝑚)

Where 1≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑀, M is Mel windows number which is generally 20 or 24.W k (m) is the triangular weighted window
function.
Step 5: Find cubic log cosine transform
𝑀

𝑙𝑜𝑔3 (𝑠[𝑘]) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 + 1 2 𝜋 /𝑀

𝑐 𝑛 =
𝑘=1

Where 1≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿, L is the desired order of M.
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Fig.5.5 Cepstrum
C. Dynamic time warping algorithm
Dynamic time warping algorithm is used for speech recognition. In this type of speech recognition technique the test
data is converted to templates. The DTW algorithm finds an optimal match between two sequences of feature vector.
The recognition consists of matching the incoming speech with the stored templates. The template with the lowest
distance measure from the input is recognized the speech signal. The distance measure between two feature vector is
calculated using Euclidean distance metric. Therefore the distance measure of feature vector X of signal 1 and feature
vector y of signal 2 is given as
𝑑 𝑥, 𝑦 =

𝑖

𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖

2

To obtain a global distance between two signals a time alignment must be done. Finally recognizing the input speech
signal and producing the corresponding sign gesture.
VI. CONCLUSION
This system provides an aiding for the deaf and dump peoples by recognizing the sign gestures and produce
corresponding sound signal and also recognizing the sound signal and producing the sign gesture as output. It
provides an interface between the voice and the visua l sign language and vice versa. This system that enables
impaired people to further connect with their society and aids them in overcoming communication obstacles created
by the society's incapability of understanding and expressing sign language.
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